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Vision and Executive Summary
Annan Day Centre is a registered charity that was established in 2005 and became a SCIO in July
2014, with the objective to promote health and wellbeing and help prevent isolation to older adults
and over from within Annan and the surrounding areas. The organisation provides a key service to
the community providing opportunities and activities for people living in Annan and the surrounding
region.
Our vision is to acquire, through the council’s asset transfer process, a former library that will meet
the organisational needs, as well as the diverse needs of the service users and increasing demand for
the service. The group would like to acquire the former council owned library site on Charles Street,
Annan.
The initial intention was to demolish the existing building and replace it with a new fit-for-purpose
facility. However, after an inspection by our architect it is possible that we could use the existing
building providing some repair and upgrade work can be financed. Another factor for looking at the
retention of the existing building option is the fact that funding for large capital projects is extremely
difficult to secure in the current economic climate, and such a scheme may take years to come to
fruition. The reason funding is scarce is because the Lottery Community Fund is closing its
community assets programme and there are no signs it will be replaced. In addition, EU Leader
funding has come to an end with the UK’s exit from the EU and Covid19 has brought added
pressures. There are very few remaining options for sizeable capital funds.
Some projects will benefit from SOSE, Borders Deal and Town Centre Regeneration funding. But day
centres may struggle to meet the criteria and objectives of these funds, although after recent
discussions with SOSE there may be some room for optimism.
Acquiring the site should be relatively straightforward through the asset transfer process as the
council has declared the library surplus to requirements.
A feasibility study has looked at the possibility of retaining the current structure with a reduced
capital requirement needed to make it fit for purpose, whilst also studying the financials running
cost implications.
The study concluded that the site provides an opportunity for the group to grow, improve and
increase the number of services already being provided.
The new site offers outdoor space, parking, and a safe environment. Located near the town centre it
is accessible and easy to get to.
In-terms of running costs it will be similar the group’s current premises, however the new site offers
more opportunities to increase income through space rental to other groups, and the ability to hold
fund raising events such as fairs and social events.
This plan sets out how the new site will be managed and what actions need to be taken to take the
project forward.
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Background
In 2005 Mr W M Purdon set up a steering committee that identified gaps in the needs of older
people in the locality. It was identified that within Annan and surrounding areas there was a need for
a Day Centre to provide social inclusion, hot meals, and activities for elderly people.
Across Dumfries and Galloway there were already nine other Day Centres for the elderly. As Annan
was the third largest town with the second largest population of older people, the steering group
applied to the Local Authority for funding to pilot a Day Centre within Annan.
With the success of funding, Annan Day Centre opened its doors for two Days a week on 5th October
2005. The steering committee hired two kitchen staff and a manager to help develop the
organisation. Transport was sourced from a local company to support service users to attend the
Centre to help reduce isolation.
Annan has an ageing population with diverse needs. The Management Board ensure that the Safer
Recruitment Policy is adhered to when selecting candidates for posts within the Centre, and that
themselves and staff are adequately trained to meet the diverse needs of all service users.
Increased recruitment over the last few years has been vital due to the growth and demand of the
service. Between 2009 and 2015 the membership went from 32 to over 150. In September 2018
membership reached 190 and continues to grow. A safe staff to service user ratio is vital to the
health and wellbeing of all individuals within the organisation.
With the growing demand it was vital that the Centre was able to enhance the opportunities without
restriction or discrimination. Through seeking external funding in 2009 Annan Day Centre was able
to develop the service further to open three days a week. Through increased funding from the local
authority, we have maintained a four-day opening for six years, supporting the growing demand.
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The steering committee became a constituted Management Board in 2005 and monthly meetings
ensure that best practice and legal and organisational requirements are met.
In May 2016, the Centre won the Peoples Project through the support of the community, this
enabled the Day Centre to advance its services.
Through the purchase of an 8-seater vehicle we were able to extend our transport service in August
2018 to meet the growing demand. The vehicle also supports service users to attend hospital
appointments and provide foot care at home.
The current premises the Centre operates from is council owned and the Day Centre pays an annual
rent of
The building is old, damp, and cold and is not fully DDA compliant. To bring the
building up to a reasonable standard would be expensive and Dumfries and Galloway Council has no
plans to upgrade the building. On top of this the Council sometimes rents parts of the building to
other groups which can interrupt the Day Centre’s programme. Because of these issues the
organisation would like to relocate to a new site which is focussed solely on the needs of Annan Day
Centre.
Moving to new premises will support the aims of the charity and will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Help make Annan Day Centre SCIO more sustainable.
Provide a DDA compliant facility making access easier.
Create and safeguard employment and volunteering opportunities for local people.
Create opportunities for local tradespeople to supply a local charity and to contribute to the
regeneration of Annan.
Create an outdoor space which will provide new opportunities.
Create more opportunities and a wider range of activities promoting the health and
wellbeing of older people in the community.
Create diversity for the changing needs of service users as with each generation there will be
changing requirements and needs to be met.
Create opportunities for individuals who can benefit from any aspect of our service to
receive this service without restriction.
Create positive, challenging and rewarding experiences that inspire continued involvement
through training and development for the Board, staff and volunteers ultimately benefitting
the service users.
Create an environment that can be adapted with the growing demands of the ageing
population.
Ensure there are opportunities in all our activities for individuals to participate without
discrimination through adapting to the needs of the service user.
Offer activities that utilises staff and volunteers’ existing skills, while also extending and
widening these skills.
Implement mechanisms for community led decision-making for project activities relating to
the Day Centre.
Work in partnership with organisations that benefit the health and wellbeing of individuals
and signpost opportunities available to support and promote the needs and interests of
service users.
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Demographics
Location

Annan stands on the River Annan, from which the town gets its name. The town stands nearly two
miles from its mouth and is accessible to vessels of 60 tons as far as Annan Bridge and 300 tons
within one half a mile of the town. It is 15 miles from Dumfries by road. Annan is in Dumfries and
Galloway on the Solway Firth in the South of Scotland. Eastriggs is about three miles to the east and
Gretna is about eight miles to the east.

Population

The population of the town according to a 2016 estimate is 8,780. The town has a larger than
average population of older people aged 60-75 (17.3%) and elderly people aged 75+ (9.7%),
compared to the Scottish national averages of 15.5% and 7.7% respectively. Similarly, the number of
young people aged 16-29 (15.4%) is substantially lower than the Scottish national average of 18.5%.

Transport Links

Public transport links to Annan overall are reasonable. There are buses which run from Dumfries
town centre to Annan every hour; this bus also goes on to Carlisle. The first bus in the morning is at
5:49am and the last one at night is 22:54pm meaning regular links to Carlisle and Dumfries.
Annan is also linked to Dumfries, Carlisle, and Glasgow by train. The town has its own train station
with regular trains throughout the day, with the journey time from Annan to Glasgow just over two
hours.
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Local Facilities

Annan has three primary schools in the town: Elmvale Primary School; Hecklegirth Primary School;
and Newington Primary School, with a total of 756 pupils across all three. The secondary school,
Annan Academy, has a school roll of 795.
Annan has several groups and clubs based within the town with the main one being Annan Athletic
FC, a team which plays in the fourth tier of the Scottish Football League.
Annan has in the region of 120 shops, three of which are large supermarkets. There are also several
restaurants, pubs, and takeaways in the town.
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Governance

Annan and District Day Centre is a registered charity and became a Scottish Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (SCIO) in 2014. There are always between 6 and 10 Trustees at any one time. The
Trustees are the ‘Board’ of the organisation and are responsible for overseeing the day-to-day
business of the Day Centre.
The original SCIO was a single tier, which is not ideal as funders prefer a two-tier SCIO which includes
a membership. The two-tier SCIO is more transparent as the Board of Trustees is drawn from the
membership and is answerable to the membership. The change to a two-tier SCIO has been passed
by OSCR.
In addition, the original constitution restricted anyone under 60 years of age from becoming a
Trustee. This is a missed opportunity as there may well be people under 60 who have talents and
experience which would serve the organisation well. Again, this is in hand and has now been
changed to allow anyone over the age of 18 to be elected as a trustee.
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Current Board
The current Board consists of 10 members and 2 advisories to the Board who have no voting rights;
1 of the advisors is a local solicitor. All Board Members are service users of the Centre which gives
them a good understanding of the needs through the service users. The Board members undergo
the same training as the staff, this helps the Board make informed choices that benefit the service
users and the organisation. The Board meets monthly and as active service users within the Day
Centre they are available for support and advice regularly.
All board members receive a folder detailing their roles and responsibilities as a trustee with an
individual’s account to the further responsibilities of office bearers. Included below is template of
responsibilities.

Annan & District Day Centre. Trustees roles & responsibilities.

•

The committee of Annan day centre have 2 areas of responsibilities; the information
below describes the responsibilities, roles & duties of the board, office bearers and
senior staff.

The organisation & staff & volunteers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure the organisation works within the constitution. Each committee member will
have a copy of the constitution.
To ensure the day centre is financially stable to carry out the service specifications of the
contracts of the local authority, and ensure funds received are used for the purpose in
which they were applied for.
To ensure qualified accountants deal with accounts and annual reports in line with OSCR
requirements.
The committee will receive a cash flow budget for the year to use as guidelines from
Saint and Co, to ensure financial stability of the centre.
The administrator will give a bank balance each month the day of the meeting which will
reflect on the cash flow budget to help the committee follow the financial aspect.
The administrator every three months deliver an income and expenditure budget.
The manager has been delegated the responsibility of grant applications, the committee
needs to understand how a grant works and the information a funder may require. The
committee will receive a list from the manager of grants detailing what has been applied
for & from which funder, and if application has been successful.
To understand the organisations policies to enable the committee to follow best practice
with the UK and national legislation guidelines. The committee will work with the
manager to ensure policies are updated annually and each committee member will carry
out policy training. A copy of all policies will be read by the committee and will always
remain in the office.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To support service users to ensure they are getting the service they want, the committee
are required to try to get to know all the service users, this can be done through carrying
out tasks within the hall.
The committee when attending should come in earlier to see if there are any problems
or if there is any support needed within the hall.
The committee have a duty of care to the staff.
To organise/support fundraisers & promote the organisation. For any upcoming events,
the manager will put a list together to ensure all events are covered the responsibilities
are to be shared equally and the same individuals not to be relied upon every time.
To ensure that staff regulations are followed according to policies this will prevent any
complaints.
Ensure the responsibilities of the committee are not left to the staff & the staff are not
put under pressure to carry out roles not within their remit.
To carry out training to ensure the committees knowledge is to a high standard, so many
courses shared between the committee members with recommendation for the officer
bearers to attend courses required to fulfil their role recommended by the manager.
To understand the roles of the staff & volunteers and to ensure that the responsibilities
are carried out by the individual responsible.
The committee are responsible for the employees & volunteers not the employees
responsible for the committee.

Chairperson

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To attend weekly meetings with manager & officer bearers to ensure the most up to
date knowledge is received.
To report to the committee at monthly meetings about what has been discussed at
weekly meetings this will cover what bills have been paid & the cost of these, grant
outcomes, what was raised at a fundraiser, leaving the manager to give a manager’s
report on the day-to-day events.
To read and sign any paperwork & understand what they are being asked to sign. To be
aware of staff/volunteer circumstances.
To lead meetings & give presentations in a professional manner.
To complete a trustee’s annual report for AGM, support can be provided from Vice Chair
& secretary; under no circumstances can this be delegated to another trustee or staff
member.
To have own written report for the committee meeting.
To maintain focus with the committee on subject of discussion.

Vice Chairperson

•

To attend weekly meeting with the manager & officer bearers to discuss most recent
events.
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•
•
•
•

To lead meetings where the Chair is unable to attend.
To read & sign paperwork when required & understand what they are being asked to
sign.
To support the Chairperson to prepare for meetings.
To be aware off staff/volunteers’ circumstances.

Secretary

•
•
•

To record minutes of meeting, but not the weekly management meeting where the
Chair would be required to take notes for their report.
To support the manager with any administration such as letter writing.
To support the Chair/vice person prior to any meetings.

Line manager

•
•
•
•
•

To provide support to the manager with the staff to ensure staff are working to their
contract.
To carry out staff supervisions & appraisals.
Deal with any complaints made about the staff/volunteer, if required follow disciplinary
procedure.
To inform the committee of any staff/volunteer’s problems.
Be aware off what is going on within the staff/volunteers lives as this can impact on the
conduct within the working environment.

Advisory

•
•

To provide support to the committee.
To take part in sub committees based on their on knowledge & experience.

Meetings

•
•
•
•
•
•

The committee will meet at least once a month.
The chairperson will lead the meeting.
At the beginning of the meeting the chair will welcome everyone & where visitors are
attending the Chair will introduce everyone.
Prior to any meeting the chair will ensure that they have the most up to date knowledge
for that meeting
All mobiles will be either on silent or switched off and not on the table during the
meeting.
The agenda will be followed, and the meeting carried out in a professional manner.
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Contingency plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Chair will serve at least 3 years’ service where health permits.
The vice Chair will do at least 3yr prior to becoming chair if elected at the AGM.
The line manager will do 2 yrs.
After post as office bearer individuals can remain on the committee which will enhance
the knowledge & support individuals in new roles.
Position of secretary will be held by trustee.
One post per individual within the board.
Any official documents needing signed will be done in the office in accordance with the
organisations policies, office bearers should check with manager if there is any
paperwork each time they are in, it is not the managers responsibility to find office
bearers.
Where a trustee feels unable to give full commitment they can resign from their
position, a letter of resignation would be handed to the secretary.
Due to the importance of the work at Annan day centre it is vital the selection of
Committee is within the best interest of the organisation and where there is a possibility
of conflict of interest the candidate should not be selected.
All information is confidential and to disclose information will lead to a vote of no
confidence to the individual in breach.

Current Directors are:
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Busines Plan Introduction
The business plan presented here provides an insight into how the asset will be acquired for the
benefit of the community and how it will be operated in a sustainable way for the long term and
bring wider benefits to the local economy. The primary objective is to secure the Asset to develop a
purpose-built Day Centre that will support the growing demands of the aging population within the
Annan area. Within the community we have an aging population that has diverse needs. The
organisation, through the trained staff, can support and meet these needs. We can successfully work
in partnership with Social Services and the NHS to provide and meet service gaps within the
community. Annan Day Centre adheres to Legal and organisational requirements and Scottish
National Outcomes.

Current Position
Annan Day Centre was set up in October 2005 to benefit the health and wellbeing of older people in
the community.
We are seeking our own premises to adapt and enhance our services to ensure that we continue to
meet the growing demands of the aging population and identify and fulfil any service gaps such as
Meals on Wheels and the Foot Care service we now provide.
Volunteers and students play a vital role to the organisation development while gaining knowledge,
experience, and training within the care sector.
Based on the needs of over 60s we must consider the changing diverse needs of the community. Ill
health affects everyone, with Dementia being diagnosed within a younger age group. We ensure
that our organisation can meet the needs of individuals without discrimination.
Board members and staff are trained to a high standard to ensure the health and wellbeing of the
service users is met.
The services we provide encourage healthy eating, social interaction and keeping active which all
play a vital role to all individual’s holistic health.

Business Purpose
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Our aim is to acquire a former library from the local authority to develop a purpose-built Centre that
will be able to support the diversity and growing needs of current and future service users in the
community.
Through securing our own building, we will be able to benefit the community, for the purpose of
preserving the services we offer to the current and future generations.
The project will enhance our already well established and recognised needed services to the
community. We will be able to deliver the continuation of our service through daily meals, meals on
wheels, activities, transport, foot care and help at home. The facility would ensure these services
were enhanced through us being able to open for 5 Days a week and having longer opening hours,
offering service users more flexibility. The benefits to family members through respite are also
beneficial to the health and wellbeing of key people carers and family.
We will engage with the community through our growing membership to ensure the building and
services are accessible to the community, whilst Social Services and GP referrals will support the
continuing development of established and new services.
The location for our organisation is paramount to the delivery of our service. Charles Street library
would offer an excellent facility. The new site and surrounding land will allow the potential for
growth providing access to parking, a garden area service user will enjoy and could help maintain
and if required in the future, room to expand the buildings footprint.

Products and Services
To acquire new premises is the Management Board’s priority to develop services for older people or
individuals with health issues who may benefit from the services provided through the Centre.
The new premises would be altered to meet the service specification of the needs of the service
users and the community; having individual rooms for the delivery of different services will enable
the organisation to enhance services and generate an income.
Through procuring and preserving the property in Charles Street we will be able to secure a required
service to the community for present and future generations.
Services

October 2005-June 2009

June 2009-2018

Service users
Meals & social

32
Open 3 days a week, 25
service users a week
12 service users a week
(Annan only)
X
X

190
4 days a week, 120
service users a week.
75 pick-ups per week,
Annan
Eastriggs,
Powfoot,
Newbie,
Brydkirk
75
7

X

6 per week

20 a week

X

18 per week

25 per week, constant growth an extra
session per week would be provided
offering the service to 50 service users
per week.

Daily transport

Footcare
Foot care at
home
Holistic help at
home
Tai chi

2018- 2022
Expectations based on demographics
240
5 days a week, 175 service users a week
100 pick-ups a week, Annan Eastriggs,
Powfoot, Newbie, Brydekirk
130
30
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Holiday
Swimming

X
X

Transport
appointments
Daily activities
bingo,
card
games, bocca
Arts and crafts

X

Outings

12 services users 2 per
year
1 per year attendance 20
X

X

45
25 sessions per year 15- 20 people

Once a week 20 service users

Health clinics

X

Once a month 12 service
users
33 service users 6 per
year
6 per year attendance 60
New development as of
September 2018, 40
meals per week
X

Sensory garden
TV room
Snack bar

X
X
X

X
X
X

Theme days
Meals on
wheels

X

34
20 sessions per year 1520 people
New development 2016
service users 14 a year
45 per week

25 service users a year.
60 per week

35 service users 7 per year
6 per year attendance 80.
60 per week
Different services per week such as
hearing clinic, stop smoking or
advocates services.
Benefit to all service users
Movie afternoons
Longer opening hours we could provide
soup and sandwiches at 4pm.
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Running Costs
As a library the building was costing in the region of £16,000 pa to run before salaries. For this
Business Plan, we will break the running costs down into two key funding headings. Building and
Service provision.

Building Running Costs
It is easy to identify some savings based on the past library running costs, including water rates,
cleaning costs, refuse collection and rates. In total a saving in the region of £9,000 is possible
bringing the buildings operational/running costs down to approximately £7,000 pa. The two biggest
savings would be cleaning which could be done in house and rates (+ water rates), which would be
subject to charity exemption. As a charity the group would attract an immediate 80% rate relief,
with a further 20% discretionary. There is no precedent to suggest the discretionary 20% would be
with-held. Water rates is dependent on turnover and on the group’s current turnover a full
exemption would be forthcoming. At present, Annan Day Centre pays Dumfries and Galloway
Council £7000 rent for its current premises at Downie’s Wynd, this would also be a saving. In effect
moving to the library has little impact on the group’s annual running costs. There will be some
additional costs, such as building insurance, but nothing extraordinary and day to day costs would be
similar. As previously mentioned, the new site provides additional opportunities to increase income
which will help secure the groups long-term future.

Service Provision
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Providing the service has recently (accounts 19/18, 18/17, 17/16) shown an operating surplus. Over
the past three financial years a cumulative surplus of £33,000 has been achieved. This is of course
heavily subsidised by grants. The headline reasons for moving from the old Downie’s Wynd site to
the former library are two-fold.
1. To have a safer, warm, accessible, secure, and dedicated space.
2. To reduce overheads and to create new income stream opportunities leading to greater
financial stability. For example, renting space to other charitable service providers and/or
community groups.
The Day Centre operates throughout the day meaning that the space could be let out to other users
every evening.
The current availability of funding does not paint a healthy picture. Funders are under increasing
pressure as lottery revenues fall and EU funding comes to an end. In addition, council budgets are
under increasing pressure and council grants cannot be relied on. As such the group needs to
become less grant dependant by increasing income generation and through operational savings.
THIS PROJECT CREATES THE OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE REVENUES AND REDUCE RUNNING
COSTS. NB. INCREASED REVENUES THROUGH ACCEPTABLE CHARITY TRADING.

Current Income and Expenditure

At present the group’s income comes from grants (72%), service activities (22%) and fund-raising
(6%)

Income

Grants

Activities

Fund/rais

As the graph shows, any substantial drop in grant funding would cause real problems, so the ability
to reduce grant dependency is an important objective.
The new site would have space available during evening hours of 7pm to 10pm, which could amount
to 1096 hours per annum. Charging average rates of £10 per hour at 100% occupancy would result in
income of £10,950. An occupancy rate of 20% is achievable, equating to an income of £2,190 per
annum. This equates to 1.5 sessions of three hours per week (or 73 sessions a year), which is very
achievable.
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There will be implications regarding key holders and site security but who is renting the space will
dictate how this works. There may also be daytime or weekend options for the site and increased
options to deliver new services.
The 2018/19 accounts show that the Annan Day Centre had an income of £120,047 and expenditure
of £109,580.
Key expenditure is staff costs, food and rent which totals £93,863.
Other key expenditure includes depreciation, insurance, motor expenses, postage and stationery,
and sundries.

The following table illustrates potential running costs for the new site over a 5-year period.
Please note that it does not include capital requirements.
Staff Costs
Energy

Year 1
69000
4000

Year 2
71000
4200

Year 3
73000
4400

Year 4
75000
4600

Year 5
Notes
77000 Approx. 3% increase pa
4800 Based on past costs this
might be reduced with
upgrade of heating
system and better
insulation
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Food

15000

15000

15000

15000

Insurance

1200

1300

1400

1500

Project Costs (Tai Chi
etc)
Swimming
Motor Expenses

1400

1400

1500

1500

1200
4000

1200
4000

1200
4000

1200
4000

Telephone
Postage and
Stationery
Grounds Maintenance
Cleaning
Refuse

400
4500

400
4500

400
4600

400
4600

1040
3000
300

1040
3000
300

1040
3000
300

1040
3000
300

1000
106040

1000
108340

1000
110840

1000
113140

Fire/PAT testing etc
Total

15000 Food inflation is
generally minor
however that might
change and as such
these costs could
rise.
1600 We have opted for an
average 7% annual
increase
1600
1200
4000 Motor expense are
difficult to predict
and it might be less
one year and more
the next.
400
4700
1040
3000
300 Subsidised charity
rate
1000
115640

The running costs of the new site are broadly in line with current costs. The benefit of moving to a
new site is the potential to earn additional income.
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Current Income from Grants and other Donations

Grants were received from two major donors in 2018/19 and other trusts and foundations
contributed smaller amounts.
NB. Council budgets are under severe pressure at present and there may be some concern about
future grant levels. At present there seems to be political will to maintain support.
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Current Funds Generated through Activities and Service
Provision

Funds generated through activities and service provision totalled £29,548 in 2018/19. The new site
has potential to increase income generation. In addition, approximately £1,800 is raised annually
through membership fees.
The following table illustrates potential income for the new site over a 5-year period. It does not
include capital requirements.
D&G Council
Other grants and fund
raising
Meals
Drinks
Taxis
Footcare
Services
Membership Fees
Fund raising activities to
support charitable aims.
Including Charity Shop.
NB See Potential ways to
increase income.
Total

Year 1
48000
40000

Year 2
48000
40000

Year 3
42000
38000

Year 4
40000
36000

Year 5
36000
36000

22000
50
2500
4000
1500
1800
15000

23000
50
2500
4000
1800
1800
16000

24000
60
2600
4200
2100
2000
17000

25000
70
2700
4300
2400
2200
18000

26000
80
2800
4400
3000
2400
19000

134850

136150

131960

130670

129680

If income streams achieve predicted levels, then reliance on council grants could fall by 25% by
year 5. Other funders by 10%. Fund raising activities could produce in excess of £40,000pa we have
put in a cautious £19,000 by year 5.
Expenditure Total
Income Total
Deficit
Surplus

Year 1
106040
134850

Year 2
108340
136150

Year 3
110840
131960

Year 4
113140
130670

Year 5
115640
129680

28810

27810

21120

17530

14040
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Potential ways of Increasing Earned Income

The following table lists detailed options for increasing earned income. Each of the following are
permitted under the charities act and each potential income generator would be applied to the
group’s charitable activities.
Charity Shop

Membership Fees

Book Library
Service Delivery

Fund Raising Subcommittee
Christmas Raffle

Membership

Site Sponsorship

Room and Space Rental to
Other Groups

There is increasing support for local charities rather than national charities
such as Age UK. The reason is that people can see the money being used
locally for the benefit of local people. A good example of a successful charity
shop in Dumfries and Galloway is Kirkcudbright Swimming Pool Charity Shop.
This shop nets £40,000 annually. Another benefit of charity shop is that they
help recycle goods. The key requirements for a charity shop are:
1. A shop/site
2. Volunteers to run it.
3. Stock donations
Finding a site could present challenges, though it is achievable. Securing stock
is relatively straightforward, however finding volunteers to run the charity
shop is by far the most difficult element.
At present membership fees are £10 per person. Though it is important to
keep fees at an affordable level there might be scope to increase fees over a
5-year period up to £15. This would bring in a further £900 per annum. This
figure is not that significant in the overall scheme of things but is a useful
contribution nonetheless.
Some community groups run a book library where books are donated, and
people borrow them at £1 a loan. Over the course of the year, this could raise
£1,000.
As councils’ social care budgets shrink there will be more opportunities to
tender to deliver services on behalf of health and social welfare agencies. It is
difficult to predict at this stage what opportunities may arise, what is
important is that the group is prepared for any opportunities.
Organisations like Annan Day Centre have a separate fund-raising sub-group.
It is advisable to have a group like this and for a Board member to lead and
drive this. One special event per month could raise more than £6000 pa.
The concept is relatively straightforward. Goods to make up a giant hamper
are collected throughout the year. Tickets are sold from October onwards. If
the raffle prize is good enough and it is well publicised this can raise more
than £2,000. Tickets need to be professionally printed and Board, staff and
members should be encouraged to sell them.
We have already discussed membership fees. In the feasibility we talk about
membership of the SCIO. There needs to be a clear set out distinction
between service user members who currently pay £10 and SCIO members
who do not pay an annual fee. A SCIO member is simply a person who
supports the aims of the organisation. By having a wider membership, the
group can promote its work to a wider audience. This helps increase
participation in fund-raising events and can lead to substantial legacy giving.
Commercial sponsorship can be difficult in an area where there are few major
businesses. However, buy a brick, name a room, and sponsor the site
approach can bring rewards. The Johnston School project in Kirkcudbright
launched a sponsorship/public appeal which to date has raised nearly
£50,000. A similar approach during the restoration period should be
considered. This would be a one off and would not benefit the annual running
costs unless an annual contract to sponsor the site was adopted. This should
be investigated later and could be part of the fund-raising sub-committee
remit.
20% occupancy at £10ph would equate to £2,190 pa. This equates to 1.5
sessions of three hours per week (or 73 sessions a year).
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Potential income from additional activities
Charity Shop

Membership Fees increase by
year 5
Book Library

Service Delivery

£15,000

£900
£1,000

£10,000 to £30,000

Fund Raising Sub-Committee

£6,000

Christmas Raffle

£2,000

Open 5 days a week 10 to 4
means to earn £15,000 the
charity shop must take £57 per
day.
Based on membership of 180
Although people can get books
for nothing at a library if this is
promoted as something that
helps the centre people will
use it.
It is impossible to predict
which services the group might
be able to tender for.
Group needs to be creative
and hard-working but a target
of £500 per month is realistic
The trick is to start early and to
have proper tickets printed.
Goods that make up the
Hamper are donated
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Site Sponsorship

£5,000

Room Rental

£2,190

This is a one off. It allows
people to sponsor a room,
maybe in memory of a loved
one.
Evening rentals to groups
needing meeting room space.

The listed opportunities could provide additional income of more than £40,000 which by year 5
which would allow for a further reduction in grant support. It is difficult to predict how council
grants will pan out over the next few years, but it is crucial that we manage the process and prepare
accordingly.

Funding
The priority of this business plan is to lay the foundations that enable the Annan Day Centre to move
to new premises. However, sustainability is key to the potential success of the project and as such
the following funding options cover core, activity, and capital costs.
NB. It must be noted that capital funding is currently difficult due to the closure of the National
Lottery Community Assets Programme and the loss of EU funding through Leader.
A useful tool for keeping up to date with funding opportunities is Grants on-line. We will sign up to
this web site as well as using other Third Sector grant source tools.

Core Funding
Name of Funder

Amount

Deadline for
Submission
31st July
2020

Dumfries East
Community
Benefit Group
(Ewe Hill 16
Windfarm)

Up to
£30,000

The Robertson
Trust

Up to
£20,000

Programme
has just reopened

South of Scotland
Enterprise (SOSE’)

£1m

On-going

Notes

Contact Details

Administration of
the Ewe Hill 16 Fund
is being provided by
the Southern
Uplands
Partnership (SUP)
and details of the
application process
and guidance
documents are
available on the SUP
website
The fund is a good
match for the work
we carry out.

www.sup.org.uk or by
emailing
decbgscio@gmail.com
or
telephoning 01750
725154.

Discussion with
SOSE have begun
and the indications
are positive

The Robertson Trust
Robertson House
152 Bath Street
Glasgow
G2 4TB
Telephone: 0141 353 7300
Enquiry form below or
call on 0300 304 8888.
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Robert Barr

£1,000 £30,000

Rolling
application
– can be
submitted
any time

Application is by
letter. No more than
2 sides A4

James T Howat
Charitable Trust

£1,000 £5,000

Rolling
application
– can be
submitted
any time

Application is by
letter. No more than
2 sides A4

Miss Agnes H
Hunter's Trust

£3,000 £15,000

Support charities
that help disabled
people.

Martin Connell
Charitable Trust

£1,000 £10,000

Online
Application.
Programme
is now open
to
applications
as of 9
January
2020.
Rolling
application
– can be
submitted
any time

The Orcome Trust

£1,000 £10,000

Rolling
application
– can be
submitted
any time

W M Sword
Charitable Trust

£1,000 £20,000

The Hugh Fraser
Foundation

Robert Barr's Charitable
Trust, SC007613
Dentons UK and Middle
East LLP
1 George Square
Glasgow G2 1AL
James T Howat Charitable
Trust, Harper Macleod
LLP
The Ca'd'oro
45 Gordon Street
Glasgow G1 3PE
Miss Agnes H Hunter's
Trust. Davidson House
57 Queen Charlotte
Street
Edinburgh
EH6 7EY
www.agneshunter.org.uk

Application is by
letter. No more than
2 sides A4

Martin Connell Charitable
Trust, Dentons UK and
Middle East LLP
1 George Square
Glasgow
G2 1AL
The Orcome Trust. John
Kennedy, Chairman
john.kennedy@newhalls.
co.uk
Web site
www.orcometrust.org.uk

Rolling
application
– can be
submitted
any time

Application is by
letter. No more than
2 sides A4

Up to
£15,000

Rolling
Programme

Application by letter

The Murdoch
Forrest Charitable
Trust

Max
£20,000

Rolling
Programme

Application by letter

Princes Exchange
Foundation

Max
£10,000

Rolling
Programme

Application by letter

W M Sword Charitable
Trust, C/o Henderson
Loggie
The Vision Building
20 Greenmarket
Dundee
DD1 4QB
180 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
DG2 5SG
Henderson Loggie
Ground Floor, 11 - 15
Thistle Street
Edinburgh
EH2 1DF
Princes Exchange
1 Earl Grey Street
Edinburgh
EH3 9EE
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Capital Funding
Name of
Funder
Dumfries
East
Communit
y Benefit
Group
(Ewe Hill 16
Windfarm)

Amount

Deadline for
Submission
31st July
2020

Outcome
Date
September
2020

Robertson
Trust

Up to
£20,000

Currently
closed for
applications

Although
the fund is
closed it is
expected to
re-open in
the spring.

Town
Centre
Capital
Fund
(TCCF)

Up to
£100,000

Currently
closed for
Applications

The Fund
opened
Autumn
2019 so it is
expected
that if it is
repeated it
will around
the same
time.

Lottery
Community
Assets

1,000,000

Not Known

The Hugh
Fraser
Foundation
Trusthouse
Foundation

Up to
£15,000

Rolling
Programme

60,000

Rolling
Programme

Robert

£1,000 -

Rolling

Up to
£30,000

Notes

Contact Details

Administration of
the Ewe Hill 16
Fund is being
provided by the
Southern Uplands
Partnership (SUP)
and details of the
application
process and
guidance
documents are
available on the
SUP website
For enquiries
about new
applications please
email
funding@therober
tsontrust.org.uk

www.sup.org.uk or by
emailing
decbgscio@gmail.co
m or
telephoning 01750
725154.

This is a Scottish
Government Fund
which so far has
had just one
round. It is hoped
that the fund will
be repeated next
year. Ward Officers
should know the
details if a new
round is agreed
This programme is
currently under
review and now it
is not known
whether it will
return. It is
important that a
close watch is kept
on this should it reopen
Application by
letter

Dumfries and
Galloway Council
Ward Officer

50% of project
funds must be
secured before an
application will be
considered
Application is by

www.trusthousecharitab
lefoundation.org.uk

The Robertson Trust
Robertson House
152 Bath Street
Glasgow
G2 4TB
Telephone: 0141 353
7300

180 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
DG2 5SG

Robert Barr's
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Barr

£30,000

application
– can be
submitted
any time

letter. No more
than 2 sides A4

CRH Trust

Up to
£50,000

Rolling
Programme

Application by
letter

KPE4
Charitable
Trust

Up to
£25,000

Rolling
Programme

Application by
letter

Charitable Trust,
SC007613
Dentons UK and
Middle East LLP
1 George Square
Glasgow G2 1AL
Brodies LLP
15 Atholl Crescent
Edinburgh
PostcodeEH3 8HA
c/o Morton Fraser LLP
Quartermile Two
2 Lister Square
Edinburgh
PostcodeEH3 9GL

Activity Funding
Name of
Funder
The National
Lottery
Community
Fund
Improving
Lives
The Weatherall

Amount

Deadline for
Submission

Outcome
Date

Up to
£5,000

Rolling
programme

Application by
letter

Ronald Miller
Foundation

Up to
£5000

Rolling
Programme

Application by
letter

Lady Eda
Jardine
Charitable
Trust
The Orcome
Trust

Up to
£5000

Rolling
Programme

Application by
letter

Max
£5000

Application
form

Not Known

Download
from website

Postcode Local
Trust

Up to
£20,000

Stage One
21st January
2020 – 4th
February
2020

If
successful,
will be
invited to
Stage Two

Meet the aim
of “Increasing
Community
Access to
Outdoor
Space”

Awards for All

Up to
£10,000

£10,001 £500,000

Notes

Contact Details

Please see
detailed
description of
this funder
below
Gillespie Gifford and
Brown LLP
135 Irish Street
Dumfries
DG1 2NT
Dentons UK and
Middle East LLP
1 George Square
Glasgow
G2 1AL
Anderson Strathern
1 Rutland Court
Edinburgh
EH3 8EY
www.orcometrust.org
.uk
John Kennedy,
Chairman
john.kennedy@newh
alls.co.uk
https://www.postcode
localtrust.org.uk/apply
-for-a-grant/
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Wilmcot
Charitrust

£70 £3,600
(average
grant
£500)

Rolling
application –
can be
submitted at
any time

Graham
Stephen
Charitable
Trust

Up to
£5000

Rolling
Programme

Not Known

Priorities are
the relief of
poverty, old
age, sickness
and distress,
plus the
advancement
of education.
Applications
made in
writing
Application by
letter

Mr Graham Beach
Warren Chase
Billesley Road
Wilmcote
Stratford-upon-Avon
CV37 9XG
01789298472
graham@leighgraham
.co.uk
Tayview House
Oak Road
Dunkeld
Perthshire
PH8 0BL

The National Lottery Community Fund Improving Lives
Grants from £10,001 to £500,000 to help people facing challenging circumstances.
Suitable for Voluntary or community organisations, Public sector organisations
Funding size
£10,001 to £500,000
Application deadline
Ongoing
Many people experience challenges at some point in their lives. The lottery wants to support
activity that helps them overcome these difficulties and become more resilient.
The lottery wants to fund activity that means people:
•
•
•

are better able to identify ways to take control over their lives and build resilience.
are able to shape the activities and services they use to better meet their needs.
have more access to support and opportunities to improve their lives.

For applications up to £150,000 you only need to fill in a single application form.
If you are applying for more than £150,000 there is a different form and a two-stage process.
Contact the Advice Team on advicescotland@tnlcommunityfund.org.uk or 0300 123 7110.

The Site
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Annan & District Day Centre is planning to move to an old library premises located in Annan. This is
subject to asset transfer from the council. The current layout provides ample space for the Day
Centre apart from the kitchen area. It may be a requirement to add additional space to create a
kitchen which is suitable. Architects ARPL have been engaged to investigate options for the building
and to identify any serious defects that would make using the existing library building unviable or
too complex. After the initial assessment, the architect advised that the building could be restored
as it is and that it could suit the group’s needs. Further detailed work is being carried out.

The library site also has large grounds which can provide space for future expansion, whilst also
providing ample parking and space for outdoor activities.
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Approach from Charles street illustrates excellent parking and external space.

Driveway into the site from Charles Street again illustrating outdoor space.
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Far left of the site illustrating space to expand into if required.

Rear of property. We understand that the area behind the broken fence belongs to the site.
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The architects have identified two options for the site.
Option 1
OPTION 1 - MINIMUM WORKS Principal areas of work required to achieve minimum occupation.
1 Rebuild porch roof.
2 Re- roof in single ply membrane with 120 mm insulation.
3 Replace 3 no broken double-glazed units.
4 Replace internal finishes where water/ mould damaged to office walls.
5 Install new commercial kitchen.
6 Install 2 no. new toilets.
7 Form new storage adjacent to toilets
8 Remove existing kitchen fittings from staff room. Make good to form therapy room.
9 New electric panel heaters.
10 Tidy up external areas.
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Option 2
1 New extension comprising Lobby, Office, and therapy room.
2 Re- roof in single ply membrane with 120 mm insulation.
3 Replace 3 no broken double-glazed units.
4 remove existing timber cladding and overclad with 75 mm PIR insulation between treated sw
battens on ss angle support at base. Fit new Accoya timber cladding with aluminium trim to
windows.
5 Replace internal finishes where water/ mould damaged to office walls.
6 Install new commercial kitchen including extract and supply hood.
7 Install new servery.
8 Remove existing kitchen fittings from staff room and install 2 no. new toilets.
9 Form new storage adjacent to toilets.
10 New electric heating system - panel radiators.
11 New paving and fencing to exterior.
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Capital Costs
Option 1

36

Option 2
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Capital Costs
Option 1
Option

Capital Cost
179415
288609

Fees
17941
28861

Sub-Total
197356
317470

VAT
39471
63494

Total
£236827
£380964

Option 1 potential funders
Funder
Ewe Hill Wind Farm
Robertson Trust
Town Centre Capital Fund (TCCF)
Hugh Fraser
Trusthouse Foundation
Local Fund Raising

Amount
30,000
30,000
100,000
16,000
60,000
1,000

Total

237,000

Option 2 potential funders
Funder
Ewe Hill Wind Farm
Robertson Trust
Town Centre Capital Fund (TCCF)
Hugh Fraser
Trusthouse Foundation
Robert Barr
CRH Trust
Local Fund Raising

Amount
50,000
30,000
150,000
15,000
60,000
30,000
40,000
6,000

Total

381,000

In addition, SOSE may provide some capital funding. This is currently being investigated.
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Community Consultation and Community Support
To establish public support for the project the group commissioned Creetown Initiative Consultancy
to carry out a community consultation exercise.
The community consultation took the form of a questionnaire that was distributed among members
of the Day Centre and to people who do not use the Centre but know of it or have used it in the past.
In total 300 questionnaires were printed, and 161 questionnaires were returned (return rate 54%).
Having analysed the results, which can be seen below, 156 people out of the 161 (97%) supported
the idea of moving to the new site with only 2 saying they did not and 3 people skipping the
question. 25 people who provide a service for the Day Centre completed the questionnaire, all of
whom said that if the Centre were to move site it would improve the service they provide.
Annan Day Centre Questionnaire Results

Question 1
Do you support the idea of the Day Centre moving to a new site on Charles Street (former library)?

Yes

Question 2
Are you an active member of the current day centre or know someone who benefits from the services?

Yes

Question 3
If you answered yes to question 2, how often do you, or the person you know use the centre?

156

130

No

No

2

Not answered
3

27

Once a week Twice a week More than twice a week
46
29
54

Question 4
From the list below, which are the most important in relation to the day centre relocating, tick 3.
Long term sustainibility of services
Additional parking and safer access
Open more day and longer hours
Better Kitchen facilities
Attract new members
Support the development of more services/activities
Make the centre more community accessible
Safe outside communal area

100
50
57
39
59
62
46
22

Question 5
Any suggestions or comments and what you would liketo see happen at the new site?
Day centre very important and needs community backing.
Staff and members deserve better facilities
More crafts
Film area within the centre
Keep developing what we have
Make service users more valuable
Knitting Club
Gardening for outside of day centre
More rooms
Day Centre garden
Needs to be more comfortable
Art Classes
Hairdressing room
Quiet Reading area
Local groups come into centre
Man shed
TV room
More outreach work
More info about the service
Outdoor activities
Vegetable plot
New build
5 day yoga
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Annan Day Centre Questionnaire Results
Question 1
Do you provide a service or support to those who use the centre?

Yes

25

No

56

Not answered
80

Question 2
If yes, what service do you provide?
Tai Chi
Eat well, age well
Carer for a service user
Water Aerobics
Transport
Client support
Dental Services
Nursing
Pool
Lets get sporty
Butcher meat
Question 3
If the centre was to move to a dedicated site, would this help improve your service?

Yes

32

No

Question 4
Even if you don’t use the centre or know of anyone who does, how important are such facilities to Annan?

11

Unsure

10

Very Important Fairly Important Not Important
71
5

The survey established that there was support for the move and that it would provide new
opportunities.
Prior to the above consultation we conducted our own survey through our Facebook page with the
question- Is our proposed relocation a good or poor decision?
Outcome 96% Yes -good decision- 4% No – poor decision.
Total votes 155.
Comments and feedback from this poll can be viewed on our page or with our other evidence forms.
Members and the public have access to this Poll.
We have engaged with our members through evaluations, newsletters and questionnaires, members
were asked 3 questions which are in table 1 with some of the responses. All forms have been kept
with evidence forms.
Question
Do you think relocation is a good idea?
Each response was yes.
Question
What are the disadvantages of our current location?
Hall to noisy, hall to big, too many services in one room, location does not have good parking and
goes access goes on to road, uncomfortable seats, nothing can be left out, not inviting, not homely,
heating temperamental big hall to heat, restricted times, and days.
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Question
What would you like to see in a new build?
Homely environment, different rooms for different services, dining area better kitchen, comfy seats,
car parking facilities, female toilets, tv room, garden area, able to leave things out and allocated
space to do activities. Open 5 days longer opening hours.
We have also engaged with the public through the manager doing talks to community groups such
as the Rotary, Community council and the Guild, within the presentation we always express the
aspiration of a relocation.
Our questionnaires have been taken to various locations to ensure we have engaged with the public
as fully as possible locations are as follows.
CAB
Devils Porridge
Newington Club
Community Council
Rotary
SHAP
Ladies dart team Commercial
Ladies dart team Eastriggs Social club
High Street survey
Local groups support the relocation, letters of support are attached in the appendices.
With 12 years’ experience of delivery of service, enhancing and growing services identified within
the health care sector, we have increased our number of service users over the years. Securing extra
Core funding and receiving an amazing amount of support from external funders demonstrates the
need of this service in the locality.
Dumfries & Galloway Council’s health and community care plan states
“Dumfries and Galloway over 65s is likely to grow by 63% by 3031, 39% aged 65-74 and 93% over 75.
Dumfries & Galloway health intelligence unit states:
“by 2025 the projected number of older adults single over 75 living alone will be 10,810”.
We know what our service users’ value through our knowledge combined with their individual care
plans and what we are trying to achieve to preserve the present for the future generations. We also
have received letters of recommendation from other health care professions on our services. We
have visits from local MSPs and MPs expressing their support.
Recently there has been a review on all Day Services for older people, through the review the
consults report reflected that our current premises were not suitable for purpose,
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The facilities at Annan are particularly poor, although this is a well-documented concern shared by
commissioners and the day centre manager who have been exploring other estate options for some
time.
Through our recent monitoring report, the issue around our current premises were recorded.
Currently the service is based in the Victoria Halls in Annan, which is an uninviting space and poses
restrictions on the service because it is a space that is shared with other community groups at other
times, the Asset Transfer would provide the opportunity for a more sustainable and suitable
environment for the Day Centre.
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Proposed Actions and Timetable
1 to 6 months
Complete the Asset Transfer. NB.
Though it would be useful to
complete the asset transfer as
soon as possible, it would also
help if the council could retain
the site until funds are secured to
refurbish the site. A similar
arrangement was agreed with
Kirkcudbright Development Trust
regarding Johnston School.
Secure funds to support fund
raising. Engage Fund Raiser.
Start Fund Raising. A broad
strategy is already in place. Work
to update this will be carried out
before applications are
submitted. Fund raising will also
include local fund raising.

7 months to 18
months

19 to 24 months

Complete Fund Raising.

Prepare planning document
requirements and submit.
ARPL Architects have already
been engaged through the
feasibility stage.
Go to tender and choose a
contractor. This work will be
led a QS McGowan and Miller.
Prepare build/cashflow plans.

Start build. NB. The work is
primarily renovation of the
existing site and therefore will
take no longer than 6 months to
complete.
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Conclusions
Moving to a new site does not have a negative impact on the day to day running costs of the service.
In fact, moving presents new income generation opportunities that will aid our long-term
sustainability. It may also help reduce our overheads as the library site should be more energy
efficient after an upgrade.
Asset Transfer
The asset transfer process has started, and the library has gone through Stage 1. It is unlikely there
will objections to the full asset transfer, but it is worth noting that elected members are increasingly
seeking to maximise capital receipts to mitigate budget cuts. As such, it is important that the group
evidences the social, economic, health and wellbeing advantages to the community of any given
project. We believe we have done this. But the most important impact is that the move to new
premises will in the long-term reduce our reliance on grant funding, therefore reducing the council’s
commitment to Annan Day Centre.
Day centres provide an essential service and the support they provide for elderly people is often
under-valued. During the stage 2 process we will highlight and evidence the value of the service.
Adult day care centres provide a wide variety of services which help people stay healthy, informed
and, most importantly, feel less isolated. By providing services such as hot meals, footcare, advice on
a range of issues, company through social gatherings, stimulation which helps fight dementia and
similar conditions, Annan Day Centre saves Dumfries and Galloway Council and the local NHS tens of
thousands of pounds each year.
Whereas in the past large capital grants were available, today there are very few that will support
significant sums. The Lotteries Community Assets programme was a useful fund, but this has been
closed and it is not known whether it will re-open. Likewise, EU Leader funding was always an
option, but this has now closed due to the UK leaving the EU. As a result, it is likely that any funding
package will require multiple funders each contributing a set amount. To take this forward we have
identified that we need support to manage and lead the fund raising.
Governance
The Annan Day Centre is well run by professional staff and a dedicated Board. Moving to the new
premises will not put additional pressure on the group, indeed it should help make life easier.
However, there are changes that could help the group secure funding capital funding and help
expand the skill set of the Board. This involves changes to the constitution and includes:
1.

2.

Change from a single-tier SCIO to a two-tier SCIO, which means the group has a
membership. The Board is therefore answerable to the membership, which funders
prefer as it makes the group more transparent. Having a membership also provides
access to people who support the group’s aims. This is currently being actioned.
The other change is to open Board membership to anyone 18 and over who is a
member. At present, Board members must be 60+ which means people with useful skills
that could benefit the project are excluded. This is currently being actioned.
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Revenue Funding
The new Centre will provide opportunities to reduce over-heads and it will provide the option to
develop new services and income streams. As such it is important to promote to Dumfries and
Galloway Council the benefits of this project. It is also important to demonstrate the benefits to
other agencies such as the NHS who should provide support, both money and through service
provision.
Staffing
The new Centre will be easier to manage on a day-to-day basis as it is a more compact site with
easier access. This means staff will spend less time helping people in and around the building.
Location and Site
The new site is in a central location with easy access and excellent parking. The extensive grounds
also offer a safe environment. In time the group will be able to take full advantage of this to create a
pleasant outside area for service users whilst also creating space where new activities can take
place, for example, gardening.
Challenges
Moving to new premises has significant challenges, however, in our view the benefits far outweigh
the challenges. The biggest challenge will be securing the funds to upgrade the premises.
Capital Funding
Undoubtedly securing capital funds to refurbish and modernise the library site will be the biggest
challenge. Capital funding is currently at a low ebb and securing funding will not be easy. It is likely
to take 18 months.

Covid19
It is impossible to ignore the impacts of Covid19 and the board are fully aware of the challenges it
presents.
However, as the move into the new premises is unlikely to happen before March 2023 making
physical alterations to the design are not necessarily the best course of action.
In the case of a full lockdown the site would be closed. In the scenario where social distancing was
required, we would reduce numbers on site at any one time, running multiple sessions to meet
everyone’s needs.
In the longer term we would look to extend the footprint of the building which would aid any social
distancing requirements.
We are not doing this immediately because as previously mentioned funding for capital projects is
challenging at present and our first objective is to secure the asset transfer and refurbish the
building to enable us to move in.
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